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When we look at life through science we see 
that it is incredibly complex.  For example, 
human DNA.   
 
Today we’ll watch a video by Stephen Meyers, 
a scientist who believe in Intelligent Design. 
 
The following pages are notes from his video so 
be sure to fill in the blanks as we watch the 
video.   
 
As we watch ask yourself: How was DNA 
formed/put together?     
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Is it possible for life to have begun by mere chance?  Where did the specified information in DNA come from?  
How did life first begin?   
 

Materialistic scientists have offered several theories on how non-intelligent natural processes might explain the 
digital code we find in DNA.  These theories include chance, natural selection, and self-organization.   
 

However, Dr. Meyer shows the mathematical and logical difficulties that these theories face in explaining the 
origin of life.  The conclusion is inescapable: Undirected processes do not create the information that life needs 
to get started.   
 

Notes from Video: Does God Exist?  Building the Scientific Case 
DNA BY DESIGN—DOING THE MATH 

 

How many of us stop and think about the fact that the DNA molecule has digital code along the 
SPINE? 
 

If you want to produce specified information, CHANCE alone is not a very effective mechanism.   
 

Combinatorial—relating to or involving combinations.   
 

In any linguistic system, the NUMBER possibilities are a very small, minute fraction of all the total 
possibilities.   
 

There are 20 possible protein forming amino acids.   
 

Non-PEPTIDE bonds can’t form proteins.   
 

Chance of finding a functional protein by chance 1/10164 

1080 elementary particles in the universe 
1016 seconds since the Big Bang 
10139 events since the beginning of the universe 
 

No SERIOUS SCIENTIST thinks that life began by chance.  
 

When you have a highly improbable event, which also performs a function then chance is very unlikely. 
  
Natural selection depends upon on what’s called  
DIFFERENTIAL reproduction.   
 

Natural selection presupposes organisms that can REPRODUCE/ORGANIZE themselves.   
 

What you’re dealing with is a true message system, but it’s not governed by PHYSICS and 
CHEMISTRY. 

 

Undirected processes do not produce the INFORMATION  
you need to produce the first life.   


